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Chambers and Partners
Reviews
Chambers and Partners is a world
renowned legal directory and ranks
the most outstanding law firms and
lawyers in over 180 jurisdictions
throughout the world.
McKinney, Bancroft & Hughes is
proud to have Chambers and
Partners rank four of our Attorneys,
three of whom were also ranked by
IFLR1000.
In addition to the ranking of our
Attorneys, Chambers and Partners
highlighted our Firm’s wide acclaim
in relation to our litigation, corporate
and finance capabilities.

Client Feedback
“If you have to litigate in The Bahamas,
these are the go-to guys.”
“The Firm handles everything very well
and the Attorneys are very efficient.”

| Brian Moree

| John Wilson

| Campbell Cleare

| Sean Moree

“Senior partner Brian Moree QC
heads the litigation and dispute
resolution team. He possesses an
abundance of knowledge in this
field and is regarded as one of the
leading authorities on the settlement
of commercial disputes. He has
considerable expertise in
cross-border insolvency and asset
recovery, with clients endorsing him
as a "very approachable" figure who
is respected by the regulatory
authorities.”

“John Wilson evokes high
praise from clients, who are
unanimously appreciative of
his responsiveness.
Interviewees describe him as
a "fearless advocate," and
also appreciate his "good
sense of humour" and the
fact that he is "very
knowledgeable" about the
cases he undertakes.”

“Consultant Campbell
Cleare chairs the firm's
practice groups in foreign
and local investment and
immigration. He is also a
popular choice of counsel for
transactional matters,
including in the real estate
field.”

“Sean Moree is described by
commentators as a "very strong
litigator and good guy," and is praised
for his "very hands-on" approach.
Sources also applaud his "very strong
knowledge of the law." In addition to
handling of general commercial
disputes, he has specific expertise in
insolvency and trust litigation.”
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